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who believes world travel inspires and informs a
cultural triangulation that can find the common
ground in us all. Also a member of the Celtic trio
Rowan, she teaches guitar, voice, and violin at
Prairie Music, her studio in Lawrence.
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at his shop The Versatile Workbench. When not
traveling with Voyager he “ banjers” with the
Bluegrass band the Midday Ramblers.
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Catering. In addition to his Voyager duties, he
cooks up great ballroom dance music with the
Prairie Dogs band.
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years. He is a purveyor of fine world percussion
(including his own hand crafted “TreeHouse” Drums)
at his drum shop Supersonic Music. Tonight he will
be using drums from 9 countries.
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Travel the world with Voyager, a fresh
and original voice in World Music.
Midwest roots and travels to Bali,
Morocco, Ireland, Jamaica, and India
give Voyager’s music a unique
perspective and a rockin’ world beat.
In league with a coterie of fine
musicians (dynamic accordionist John
Thompson, inspired banjo and slide
guitar artist Leo Posch, and expressive
world percussionist Derek Sharp)
Marianne Payette Carter weaves
intriguing vocals and global rhythms
and textures into an uncharted
cultural fusion that finds the common
ground in us all.
Sometimes quirky, always eclectic,
Voyager is adventurous, eloquent, and
just plain fun.
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